Quattra Mechanical Ltd
Quattra Mechanical Ltd was conceived in 1998 when Graham thought there
was a missing link in the Motor Vehicle repair industry. The vision was a “one
stop shop” for all and anybody with mechanical road going vehicles and/or
equipment.
From just one Service van operating out of an old shed in Mt Wellington it has
grown into a well-known reputable repair company employing 26 people in six
different sections with a 1800 sq metre workshop and 7 equipped service
vehicles.
Small Plant.
This department services and maintains small plant that includes concrete
mixers, generators, plate compactors, concrete cutters and like machinery. A
well set up and equipped 4 X 4 service Ute can carry out most repairs on site
and the workshop caters for the needs of customers who prefer to drop their
equipment off.
Light Vehicles
Here all makes and models are taken care of. Domestic or commercial vehicles
are not a problem for the extremely well trained and competent technicians
using the latest diagnostic tools and equipment.
Heavy Road Transport.
This department is where all the trucks and trailers are cared for. With the
latest hoists, diagnostic tools and equipment any job can be handled efficiently
and within time restrains. A dedicated service van is ready for any emergency
breakdown.

Heavy Equipment and Plant.
With five fully equipped service vehicles on the road almost any job can be
handled on site. If machinery requires extensive work or overhaul it is brought
into the workshop for the workshop Technicians to perform their magic on. All
makes are catered for.
Welding Department.
Whether it involves design and manufacture or just a repair of a particular part
this can be carried out by the certified welders. This department also has a well
set up truck to carry out on site welding repairs.
Auto Electrical.
This is the latest department to emerge due to the growing demand from the
other departments. As well as workshop work our electricians have all the
equipment that is needed to carry out site repairs in the equipped service
vehicles.
All Quattra Vehicles are fitted with GPS so the managers can direct the closest
relevant Technician to an emergency break down or repair if and when
needed.
Quattra uses the latest computer software to track vehicle/plant service
records, vehicles details, specifications and previous history. A computer
program is being developed to enable the customer to log faults directly into a
live information screen.
Quattra Mechanical is proud to have most of their customers on 4 and 5 Star
O.R.S. ratings and provide tool box talks to help drivers understand the
importance of the driver’s responsibility in maintaining a safe, well maintained
vehicle and a high O.R.S. rating.
Most of Quattra Staff are trained 1st aiders and hold the relevant, Site Safe and
Construct Safe passports.
Quattra is an NZI Accredited Company, approved service provider for TR Group
Visit us; www.quattra.co.nz or Facebook “Quattra”

